
 

Central Siberia Language Hotspot    
Diversity Index: .24 (HIGH) 

 
 
Genetic Unit 

 
Language 

Endangerment  
Index 

Research 
Index 

UGRIC Eastern Khanty ✩✩    
SAMOYEDIC Sel’kup ✩✩    
 Enets ✩    
 Nganasan ✩✩✩    
 MatorMator ††    
 KamasKamas ††    
YENISEIC Ket ✩    
 KottKott ††    
 AssanAssan ††    
 ArinArin ††    
 PumpokolPumpokol ††    
 YughYugh ††    
TUNGUSIC Evenki ✩✩✩    
TURKIC Lower ChulymLower Chulym ††    
 Ös ✩    
 Xyzyl ✩   
 Xakas ✩✩✩    
 North Altai ✩✩    
 South Altai ✩✩✩    
 Shor ✩✩    
 Tofa ✩    
 Tuvan ✩✩✩✩✩    
 Dolgan ✩✩✩    
MONGOLIC SoyotSoyot ††    
 Buryat ✩✩✩✩✩    

Average  1.52  ✩  2.0    

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
LANGUAGE KEY 

† = ext inct† = ext inct   
Endangered 
Thriving 

DIVERSITY INDEX 

Number of genetic units divided by total number of languages, on a scale 
ranging from LOW ( < .15), to MODERATE (.15 to .20), to HIGH ( > .20). 
Genetic Units are family-level groups akin to Germanic or Romance. 

ENDANGERMENT INDEX 

(no stars)  Extinct No Speakers 
✩ Moribund  Youngest Speakers over age 60 
✩✩ Highly Endangered Youngest Speakers over age 40 
✩✩✩ Endangered No children speak the language 
✩✩✩✩  Threatened Small community undergoing shift 
✩✩✩✩✩ Thriving Stable or growing community with 

speakers of all ages  

RESEARCH INDEX 

Overall assessment of the state of research materials or the level of 
knowledge to science for each of the Language Hotspots includes the 
following criteria, with one  for each: 

 Texts with translation 
 Short Scholarly Articles 
 Descriptive Grammar 
 Lexicon (word list) or Dictionary 
 Audio / Video materials with annotation 

Materials also assessed according to the following information:  
electronic/digital, annotated materials; inter-linearization (grammatical 
analysis accompanying texts or sentences); translation into locally 
dominant language, e.g.,  English, Russian, Spanish, Hindi; whether they 
are widely available or unpublished/unavailable (For example an 
unpublished text with no translation or analysis does not receive a ).  


